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“BATANG MAY LAYUNIN”:
A young Batak shares a brochure on
Philippine Pangolin to one of the tribe
elders after attending an education
campaign on wildlife laws.
Living in forests, in homes barely
covered with walls, the lifestyle of the
Batak people is closely connected to
their environment- seeing and
interacting with species of wildlife
that many city dwellers only see in
pictures.
Photo taken during PCSDS IEC on
Wildlife Laws, May 4, at Roxas,
Palawan.

Countdown begins to SEP’s 27th year
As the month of June draws nearer,
July marks the countdown to the
Strategic Environmental Plan (SEP)
for Palawan Act’s 27th year .
SEP Law or the Republic Act
7611 was signed into law by the late

president Corazon Aquino in June
19, 1992.
It provided the blueprint for
Palawan’s sustainable development
and has created a multi-sectoral and
inter-disciplinary body charged with

This Issue:

its governance, implementation and
policy direction known as the
Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development (PCSD).
The theme for this year’s SEP
Anniversary . . . (continue to page 2)
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SEP27’s Official Calendar of Activities

from page 1

is “Palawan Noon, Ngayon,
at sa Darating na Panahon” which
underscores the need for Palaweños
to come together and reflect about
the journey the whole Palawan
community is taking, from its early
beginnings to the present, and
together map a peaceful and
sustainable future.
In line with this, the PCSD
Staff (PCSDS) is holding series of
activities focused on encouraging
public participation in Palawan’s
environmental decision making.
The First
“Burunyogan sa Palawan”
The celebration’s highlight is the
“Burunyogan sa Palawan”, where
about 200 Palawenos representing
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different age groups and sectors
are coming together, in a form of
world cafe, to discuss conservation
challenges and exchange stories and
ideas that could help Palawan attain a
sustainable future.
Burunyogan is a Cuyunon
word which translates to “coming
together for a dialogue”.
In preparation for this event,
PCSDS has met with different
sectors in Palawan over a series of
Kapihan that started last May 17 at
PCSD Main Office.
During these casual meetings,
key persons from the indigenous
people, academe, media, business,
contractors and constructor industry,
national government agencies, civic
organizations, religious groups,
and non-government organizations
were able to give their insights on

important issues, such as food
and water security, population
growth, influx of tourism, urban
encroachment, and other topics that
will be discussed on Burunyogan sa
Palawan.
Aside from Burunyogan,
other activities in line such as the
5th meeting of Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development Scientific
Advisory Panel (PCSD-SAP), SM
Cinema screening of films from
biodiversity champions in Palawan,
and the launching of Biodiversity
Resource
Access
Information
Network BRAIN), an accessible
digital tool gainst wildlife poaching. 
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Kapihan sa PCSDS:

a series of dialogue for a more inclusive future

Key persons representing various sectors in
Palawan are engaging into a series of
conversation with the Palawan Council for
Sustainable development Staff (PCSDS), or
Kapihan sa PCSDS, to contribute inputs for the
discussions in the upcoming Burunyogan sa
Palawan.
The world cafe Burunyogan sa
Palawan is the highlight of the celebration for the
Strategic Environmental Plan (SEP) for Palawan
Act’s 27th year on June 19.
It will be attended by leaders from
private and public sectors and selected
millennials to represent the future generation.
Together, the participants will help map
a sustainable future for Palawan.
These activities aim to help involve
locals in deciding the future that they want for
themselves and Palawan in the next 50 years.
The reoccurring issues raised by the
participants in the Kapihan fall under the
subjects of food and water security, urban
encroachment, population growth, tourist
influx, and waste management.
After the kapihan and Burunyogan,
PCSDS will prepare a sustainable development
plan for Palawan that incorporates all the inputs
from the Kapihan and Burunyogan. 
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OATH TAKING: Twelve new wildlife officers swear before the Palawan Council for Sustainable Development to perform their duties with
excellence and integrity last June 7 at the Legend Hotel,

12 new WEOS take oath before PCSD

Twelve locals took their oath and were deputized
by Palawan Council for Sustainable Development
as new Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers (WEOs)
during the Council Meeting last June7 at Legend
Hotel.
The new WEOS will work under Katala
Foundation Inc. They are given the authority to
enforce laws on wildlife after complying
all requirements and finishing a series
of training by the PCSD Staff.

Congratulations to Katala Foundation’s new Wildlife Enforcement Officers!
1. Abrina, Candido
5. Factor, Erlyn
9. Jungco, Shiella
2. Bendico, Ronald
6. Gabuco, Gerald
10. Pracio, Roberto
3. Cabildo, Mario
7. Gabuco, Ralph
11. Rullan, Mario
4. Dela Torre, Ariel
8. Garganza, Roberto
12. Socrates, Ernie

PCSDS’s

Information, Education, and Communication Campaign
Towards peace-loving and environmentally-conscious citizens

PCSDS visited the following places to teach the provisions of the Strategic Environmental
Plan for Palawan Act (SEP Law) and other special environmental laws in Palawan:

SITIU NANABU, ROXAS
Participants: Batak community
May 4
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BRGY. CALITANG, EL NIDO
Participants: Residents of Brgy. Calitang
May 18

1ST KIWANIS PALAWAN’S SUMMER
YOUTH CAMP
May 18
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Malampaya Foundation
spawns giant native clam
NATIVE SPECIES OF the largest giant clam,
Tridacana Gigas, was spawned for the first time by
Malampaya Foundation and partners last June 1 at
Puerto Princesa City
University of the Philippines Marine
Science Institute (UPMSI), forerunner of
giant clam conservation in the Philippines,
supervised
the
spawning
activity
where
about 9.5 million eggs were fertilized from
the native giant clams located at Dos Palmas.
Once the native Tridacna gigas mature, will
be deployed to MFI’s marine protected areas in the
north of Palawan.
Tridicana gigas is one of the most
endangered clam species and was even declared
extinct in the Philippines in the 1980s. In order
to bring it back, UPMSI, under the leadership of
national scientist Dr. Ed Gomez, took specimen
coming from the Pacific Islands to bring back its existence in the country.
Surprisingly, it was found that the
Philippine-native species of the Tridicana gigas still
exists in Palawan. Dr. Gomez himself confirmed
this during his visit at the spawning site in Dos
Palmas.
Dr. Lota A. Creencia of Western
Philippine
University
(WPU)
College
of
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences said, “ Tridicana
gigas is hard to propagate because the
population is small. We really need go to the
brood stock [source] to collect eggs and sperms,
compared to other species of clams which
numbers can still afford to be brought into
laboratories.”
Sherry
Lyn
Sayco,
researcher
at
UPMSI, said that normally about 0.1 percent of the
fertilized eggs will survive.
“Important yung giant clams dahil
marami silang ecological significance, habitat
and food for some of the marine animals. It also
benefits people because it helps increase fish
density,” she said.
The spawning activity was in line with MFI’s
“String of Pearls of Project” that started last year. Their
previous activities successfully multiplied two other
species of giant clams, namely Tridacna squamosa
and Hippopus hippopus.
The project is in partnership with Palawan States
University, Western Philippine University, Palawan Council for Sustainable Development, and Dos
Palmas Resort & Spa.

THE SPAWNING: After injecting serotonin to the
Tridacna gigas, the diver has to wait for the clam to
induce, first, sperm cells, followed by egg cells. For
the collected sperms and eggs to fertilize, a certain
proportion has to be followed.

AT THE HATCHERY LAB: UPMSI researcher
Sherry Lyn Sayco observe the early phase of
Tridacna gigas’ fertilized eggs On average, a
juvenile has to spend six months in the hatchery
before it is placed in ocean nurseries. When it
is finally released into the wild, it has to be caged
during the initial months for further protection
until it matures enough to survive on its own.
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B rewing at

This June 19, the leaders of Palawan are meeting in a world cafe to tackle conservation
challenges that threatens Palawan’s sustainable future. Here are some of the pressing issues
compiled by one of the PCSDS’s Scientific Advisory Panel, Gabriel Malvar, that needs
collaborative effort of Palaweños. Brewing this Burunyogan at Asturias Hotel:

Images courtesy of Jan Acosta

Images courtesy of Gabby Malvar

Climate change, which causes coral bleaching,
is the single greatest impact on the quality of
reef habitat. Since coral bleaching still cannot
be prevented, efforts must focus on enhancing
coral resiliency and reef recovery capabilities.

The Malampaya Sound is called the “fishing bowl”
of the Philippines. It is composed of marine and
estuarine waters at the inner and outer portions,
respectively, including
mangrove shorelines,
adjacent to tidal wetlands and uplands which
support wildlife, and home to the infamous and
critically endangered Irrawaddy dolphins.

“Keystone reefs” play an exceptionally
important role in driving ecosystem repair
because they are more likely to survive
bleaching and are positioned to replenish
many vulnerable reefs with corals due to their
upstream location. Coastal currents carry
fertilized eggs of corals to other reefs.
Connectivity of reef fish larvae among
reefs is key in rebuilding fisheries. Marine
Protected Areas remain one of the most
commonly applied tools to manage small
scale reef fisheries.
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Images courtesy of Gabby Malvar
There is a widespread belief that there are
more negative than positive effects from palm
oil farming, ranging from encroachment
issues and the use of slash and burn
activities (for clearing), soil erosion,
biodiversity loss, the high use of chemical
fertilizers to rejuvenate the soil, among
others. More often than not, land that had
been used for palm oil would have lost the
vital nutrients to be fertile and useful for
other crops and would be useless for
agricultural production. Therefore, it would
only be a matter of time before the land
is eventually converted from agricultural
use to commercial purposes, resulting in a
reduction of tillable areas.

Malampaya Sound continuously provides food
and source of income to various peoples of
Taytay as well as numerous sectors of society, which
interact with the Sound. However, due to its image
as a source of bounty resources, Malampaya Sound
continues
to
attract
dwellers,
which
seemingly caused issues on environmental
degradation, uncontrolled use of fishing gears,
increase in human population, and Irrawaddy
dolphin conservation. Hence, due to effective and
excessive fishing pressure combined with other
anthropogenic activities, the future of the fisheries
in the area becomes uncertain.
(Dr. Benjamin Gonzales)
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Puerto Princesa Underground River National Park is not
just the cavern that hosts the 4.2-kilometer river running
within, but the forests, wildlife and coral gardens that
make up the entire park as well.
The park management strategy hinges on the concept of
social fencing. By empowering the communities in the
periphery and interior of the park through livelihood
projects, these communities will not extract anything
from the park and be the first line of defense against
incursion. Most of the livelihood programs are ecotourism in nature. Barangay Sta. Felomina at the
northern part, for instance, offers snorkeling
opportunities in coral gardens teeming with life. To
fully enjoy the offerings such as Tagabinet Caves and
other activities and experiences, a longer stay of two to
three days is ideal.
The problem, however, is that most visitors go to the park
on a day trip as tour operators have not incorporated
the full potential of the park in their itineraries. There
is a clear disconnect between the revenue requirement
of the park and the behavior of tour operators. If the
programs are not financially viable, then the preservation
of the park is at risk. Intervention is needed to educate all
stakeholders.

Images courtesy of Jeremy Bayaya

Ursula Island is a wildlife and gaming sanctuary known as
a refuge of migrating birds and nesting turtles. This small
island off the coast of Bataraza, has a lush old growth
forest interior fringed by white sand. Protection of the park
is the responsibility of the Protected Area Management
Board (PAMB). Illegal fishermen are known to destroy coral
around the island and disturb the birds. Rangers live on the
island to safeguard the park.
The salaries of the park rangers and other logistical
assistance are borne by Rio Tuba Nickel Mining
Corporation and Coral Bay Nickel Corporation. Both
companies have pledged support for conservation efforts.
The cost of protection and conservation is high, more often
than not, beyond the combined budget of the PAMB and the
local government units. Joint private-public partnerships
should be encouraged to tap additional funds required to
fully implement protection programs.

The Live Reef Fish Trade entails growing live fish
in cages, fed with “trash fish” until they hit their
optimal and desired plate size. These fish are kept alive
and transported to their final destination in fancy
restaurants and hotels around Asia.
This industry is not without issues nor controversy.
Disruption of the food chain, carrying capacity and
water pollution are among reasons cited against it. Calls
for a ban have been raised and considered, but experts
have opined that a total ban would have livelihood
implications and would have driven the trade
underground, hiding it further from regulation and
management.
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World
Sea Turtle
Day

May 23, 2019
Five out of seven species of marine
turtles are found in Palawan

PCSD Updates
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